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About This Game

Visit a myth-infested 1820s Ireland. One dark (if not particularly stormy) night, you find yourself face to face with a frightening
visage—or lack thereof. Though shaped like a man, the creature you’ve encountered appears to have lost his head. Worse, he

seems to think you might be the one to blame!

The Harbinger's Head is a fantastic 46,000 word interactive horror novel by Kim Berkley, where your choices control the story.
It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

It’s up to you to prove your innocence and discover the true thief of the harbinger's head before your own winds up on the
chopping block!

 Play as male, female, or non-binary.

 Step into the shoes of an herbalist, schoolteacher, or lamplighter.

 Shape your personality and build your skills through the choices you make, or trust your luck at your own peril.

 Make friends—or enemies—of the various Fae creatures you’ll encounter along the way.

 Discover one of eight endings…or meet an untimely death.
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Died in the first month. The change from Alpha/Beta to the actual release was too drastic and made unnecesary changes that
made the game just feel and play worse.. bad game, not that good quality, and when you first start it makes no sense what to do
or how to play and isnt that responsibe and the actual game only shows in the corner of your screen. So sadly im gonna say dont
purchase.. I enjoyed this game, which is basically an 'escape the room' type.
The graphics are good on the eye, there is just enough plot there to motivate you and to hang the scenarios on without boring
you half to death with unecessary story.
Most of the puzzles were detecable and solvable without having to resort to the video walkthrough which makes a pleasant
change. Many puzzle game designers seem to get carried away. Perhaps because they understand the mechanisms they have
designed inside out. They don't necessarily realise that to the player on the receiving end their puzzles are meaningless and
baffling.
Anyway, this one was good, especially at the price. I recommend ot. Pretty boring, if u need achievments go ahead. Many, many
years and probably about 20 games later, Vogel releases his finest game to date. A lot of people who look at Spiderweb's titles as
being the same over and over again most likely haven't played enough of them to see the subtle differences. There are a couple
things that set Avadon 3: The Warborn apart from previous titles. One, it's slightly more accessible than previous entries. The
character leveling and skill trees aren't quite as involved. This may offend some of the most hardcore RPG fanatics, but may
help newer players get into the characters a bit more without feeling overwhelmed. Also, while still being a fairly open game,
progression feels a bit more pointed, and less "all over the place" like the earlier Avernum games. I can appreciate both of
Vogel's styles completely, the mass chaos of the Avernum sytling and the simplified, slightly more streamlined Avadon entries.
Without ruining the story, I'd say by the end I'm completely satisfied with the way Vogel ended the Avadon series. Lots of twists
and turns, and plenty of choice and consequence, and certainly multiple endings, depending on how you handle certain events.
The game took a bit less time to complete than Avadon 2: The Corruption, and that's okay. Finishing it never felt like a chore,
and makes me look forward to playing whatever he comes up with next. Highly recommended to older gamers and younger
players who prefer substance over flash.. Crashes after level 6. Music is bad, almost like a scream.. Can you make marks on this
tiny toy car, of where the chopper hurt you?

I'm so sorry that it happened to you. Git gud!. The best game I've ever played
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This is probably one of the best free to play's on steam, every level feels fresh and entertainting, this feeling stays the same
through out the whole game. 10\/10 Rating 100% would recommend.. To be honest I wasn't expecting much. I've played other
gladiator games and so far they've ranged from disappointing to just so-so. This one, however, turned out to be pretty darn fun.

It's not a complicated game; the most complex parts are the numbers juggling like you'd see in a straight-up regular sports game.
The combat is turn based and very straight forward, with a lot of rock/paper/scissors situations where you find yourself debating
between raw damage/protection versus saving room for the game's assortment of power-up gear than can turn the battle when
played right or lose it when played wrong.

It has a bit of XCOM style base-building, though nowhere near as complex, and you'll be constantly wishing that next room
would hurry the heck up because you will need all of them sooner than you'd like. This makes strategizing your base
development a high priority, as whatever you don't pick today is going be out of reach for an uncomfortably long time.

Yet this all just adds to fun of the challenge: Keeping your team alive and your budget afloat long enough to finally start honing
that edge that will make you & your team truly competitive. A mixture of different races take the place of traditional classes,
each with their own fixed special powers that make them all interesting.

Of course it's all not all glitter. As of this writing the game has barely been out for a week, so there are bugs and a lot of things
that can use more polish - in some places, a lot more polish. That being said, however, the developer has shown a shockingly
high amount of interest in their product, often leading to multiple patches and updates per day. Think of that the next time
you're looking at those month-long periods of nothing getting fixed that is the halmark of half the crap on Steam.

And in this today's market, finding a complete game (technically a sports game, no less) that isn't destined to become nothing
more than a shop-front for DLC and microtransactions is enough to make me give them kudos on general principle.

Again, this isn't a "OMG5Starz" masterpiece, but it is definately far better than I was expecting considering the realitively light
$20 price tag. So it's worth the money, provided that you're into this genre of course. If it ever goes on sale I'd even reccomend
it to people who aren't into this genre as a good, respectable intro to it.

There could be more bells & whistles, there could be more polish (and from what I've seen that's probably in the works already),
but it does what it says on the tin. The core of this game is pretty solid and does it's job quite admirably. Anything the developer
adds later (from this writing) is all just bonus points that will likely make it worth even more than what they're actually
charging.. Short game, but very fun. Would recommend to others.. Waste of money, The whole consept and how its set up
makes it Incredibly hard to grasp. The menus are poorly designed, the User interface is confusing and quite frankly look like
they were designed in 5 minutes by a 13 year old on his first computing project. I really looked forward to this game but was a
total let down. TOTAL WASTE OF MY MONEY!. Like the concept of the game but crashes all the time or loads improperly.
haven't been able to play at all. Locks up my computer and have to use task manager to fix it. Sometimes that doesn't even work.
Don't recommend it.. While this is a game with a lot of hidden depth, I'm reviewing it to counter a lot of the reviews saying
"The game isn't hard, just give all your guys guns and stick together: walk thru campaign in 2 hrs". Sure, I have done that. And
also I have had the exact same squad ripped apart in the first room they found. The enemies are random. Against some, run and
gun may infact work. More often than not, you wont make it out of the gate. A very spooky game, part strategy, part jump
scare, part warning against the dangers of cloning :D. been getting an error lately, ERROR SPRITE DOES NOT EXIST, hmm?.
Simply not good. Not like what I saw in the trailer. No menu or options. Hopefully it'll get updated and I can change the review.
This is one of my favorite Choice of Games. It's epic fantasy that takes you through a fantastic adventure and gives you plenty
of choices. Somebody here commented that it's as close to a tabletop D&D adventure as you're going to get and in a funny way I
would agree. You have magic skills that you get to effectively put points into and the choices you make drastically change the
story. You can have pets, followers, lovers.

 I don't think my play time on here is accurate. After I finished it, I went back through and played it a second time making
different decisions. I was actually able to say in my head "Ok this is the type of character I am so these are the types of choices I
would make" and I was amazed at how well it played out. The ending I got to the second time was even more satisfying than my
first play through.

In some spots the pacing felt a little forced. If you're not interested in playing a mage you do have some other options but
ultimately this is a game about magic. There are many secrets and a lot of lore to unlock and your choices may come back to
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bite you later. I think the quality of the writing in this novel surpasses what I would expect from a Choice of Games. I am a fan
of Choice games and I don't mean that to put down their catalogue. What I mean is that Kevin Gold could have just as easily
published this as a fantasy epic and I think this game is a good jump in point for people who are unsure about this type of game.
The scope of what is offered here is greater than the niche it's found in.

Definitely get it!
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